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Improve Your Executive Functioning Skills
Executive functioning includes a range of skills that allow us to plan, organize, and manage
our time and activities effectively; respond appropriately to change; and navigate the big
picture as we work towards goals. Everyone can use a little support to improve their executive
skills. Knowing how to do so will help you and your team members become more effective at
work and in life.

This mini-guide includes an overview of two of
the three ways to approach improving executive
functioning skills. The full guide includes an
overview of the recommended process for
improving your executive functioning skills well
as specific suggested approaches for some of the
most common executive functioning challenges
people struggle with at work.

 "Improving doesn’t only mean
'getting better at'. Sometimes, it’s
about knowing how to create an

environment or situation that
negates the need to use our

weaker skills."
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CHANGE THE ENVIRONMENT

Add visual reminders such as sticky notes on desk, calendar events, posters, etc.
Add digital reminders such as alarms, alerts, or notifications.
Use a template, checklist or worksheet
Use a goal or habit tracker
Remove certain activities from your plate (e.g. dump or delegate them)
Arrange you workspace differently (e.g. move to a quiet location, where you can't see the
dirty kitchen, where colleagues wont interrupt you when walking by)
Create designated spaces for certain items or a standard file naming system / structure
Adjust your schedule (e.g. avoid early morning or end of day meetings)
Block time on your calendar (e.g. for a weekly reflection, for daily planning)

The first step to improving executive functioning skills is to look for ways to alter the
environment so that the need to rely or use the weaker skill is reduced or eliminated all
together. 

Examples for altering the environment:

APPROACHES TO IMPROVE EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING SKILLS 

ADD MOTIVATION

Specialty foods such as chocolate, a dessert, candy, etc
Physical or digital gifts to yourself such as clothing, books, electronics, courses, etc 
Events or activities such as attending a concert or show, going out with friends, etc.
Health and well-being such as sleeping in, a massage, extra time at the gym, etc
Opportunity to work on something new/exciting
Hobbies or fun such as watching Netflix or spending time on a hobby
Praise for yourself or from others
NOT getting any of the above!

Sometimes we are fully capable of using the skill, we're just not motivated to do so. By
adding an external motivator, which can be a reward or penalty, we get the extra boost to do
what we know we should.

Examples of motivators:


